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Sound Radix
Auto Align & Pi
GEORGE SHILLING pushes boundaries unleashed by improvements in technology

Auto Align — This is an automatic phase alignment
tool, mainly useful for reducing or eliminating comb
filter effects when using multiple microphones.
The setup process is fairly simple: you insert the
plug-in on the first slot of each channel, then set
Send and Receive buses (there are 9 available, 0 is
off) between related tracks within the plug-ins, which
cleverly communicate with each other. A Detect button
finds the points to match — it takes quite a long time
(around 15 seconds) of analysing audio, to find the
optimal points. You can detect Delay only, or Delay
and Polarity (relative to the Sending channel). There

is also a Polarity button provided. The square-ish
plug-in window features vertical level metering on the
left: these are multi-coloured with wider bars showing
lower frequencies, narrower for highs. There’s a colour
bar scheme along the bottom of the main display to
decode the colours. Sliders adjust the Input and Side
Chain meters to set the Noise Floor, and to eliminate
indirect signals from the analysis. The main display is
a Spectral Phase Correlation which zips around like a
multi-coloured goniometer or jellyfish display. Clicking
the Display button switches to a static waveform of the
analysed sound, with one or more dots showing where

it has identified the “Delays Match Points”.
For drums I found that the best results were achieved
in different ways depending on the recording. With two
bass drum mics to set up things were straightforward:
simply Send on bus 1 from the first track, set the second
to Receive on bus 1 (the numbers turn from red to green
when successfully connected), hit Detect and you’re set.
I then found that setting the top snare mic to receive
the same bus, waiting for that to detect, then sending to
the under snare mic on a second bus yielded the most
solid results. There was much better “grounding’”and
low end weight, even though the fundamental polarity
relationships were already correct. A display top right
shows the delay in samples, and this can of course be
a negative value. Clicking the Units button cycles from
Samples through values in mSec, cm and inches. Prev
and Next buttons jump to the next best phase match
points. You can also drag and scroll the numeric value
to your own settings to hear the effects.
The detection is of course not completely foolproof.
Hitting Detect again sometimes turns up a slightly
different result, although usually this is just a few
samples away. But it sometimes determined things like
my under snare mic being 163cm away from the top
mic, which was clearly not the case! Nudging the Next
or Prev buttons along soon finds a more appropriate
distance which sounds as good or better. Another thing
to note is that using the host bypass in Pro Tools sent
the delay compensation doolally, so it is important to
use the On/Off button within the plug-in, and has the
advantage that the displays continue to work.
This is of course not only suitable for drums: for
example, mixing together three tracks of an acoustic
guitar captured with DI, close mic and room mic
benefited hugely from Auto Align’s magic, establishing
a bit more weight compared to the non-aligned
signals without becoming boomy, and an overall
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better tone — unachievable with EQ. This creative
use of technology is to be applauded — Auto Align
is not emulating any analogue process, but pushing
forward the boundaries unleashed by improvements
in technology. And this process unarguably improves
the sound of many recordings, however diligently they
have been recorded. n

PROS
EXTRAS

Clever detection and alignment to solidify
multi-mic recordings
Using host bypass in Pro Tools messes up
delay compensation

Pi — Pi, like Auto Align, is a tool for phase correction.
While this is again designed to be instantiated on multiple
channels, the difference here is that phase relationships
are continuously measured and dynamically rotated
as the audio flows. Pi is more about optimizing phase
relationships in a mix, whether or not the different
tracks were recorded simultaneously.
Inserted on the same acoustic guitar recording as
mentioned when testing Auto Align, the effect when
hearing the acoustic guitar in isolation is very similar —
a bringing together of the phase relationship between
the DI and mics. But the idea with Pi is that you should
insert it on every track of the mix, in order to optimise
the relationships of all tracks together. It is suggested
that the plug-in is inserted last in the chain, and even
post-fader if that is possible. Without creating lots of
buses that’s not really possible in Pro Tools, but with a
static mix balance you are recommended to set all faders
to zero and create the mix within the plug-in using the
Channel Gain knob, as level relationships affect how
the plug-in behaves. The only slight difficulty I found
here was that the knob’s range bottomed out at -20dB,
so any faders which needed to be set lower could be

a problem. However, there is another knob labelled
Channel Weight in order to give more priority to certain
channels. This ranges from 100 to 1,000 in steps of 10.
Listening to multi-mic drums, having set up the
balance internally in the plugin, again the effect
was similar to Auto Align, with great solidity and
weight. Adding bass guitar in the mix was initially less
successful. In the melee of a whole mix some extra
bass weight and integrity initially seemed apparent.
However, on soloing the bass tracks, there was a degree
of warbling, like misbehaving elastic audio or tape
machine wow, which was not particularly pleasant,

and rather unsettled things. Increasing the Channel
Weight on the bass tracks improved things quite a bit,
but I still wasn’t entirely comfortable with the effect of
Pi on the bass. However, things again vary depending
on the Group Mix Mode — there are four settings.
Internal and Mix optimizes the phase relationships of
the channels within the group and with the rest of the
channels in the mix. Internal works only within the
group, and Phase Lock is like the first mode but keeps
the phase locked within the group. There is also an
Off setting for the group. And furthermore, there is a
global setting for mode to switch between Full Range
and Low Frequency — the latter focuses on optimizing
frequencies below 800Hz — this seems to help add
further weight and stability overall, but it won’t help
cure any of the aforementioned warbling. Putting an
instance of Pi on every track of the mix and grouping
accordingly, there can be a fantastic cleaning up of the
mud in the low mids, as well as extra solidity to the bass
end. It can be like bringing a lens into focus, increasing
clarity between different parts.
There is no doubt that the majority of the time, this
plugin improves mix coherence — sometimes, the
warbling can mean abandoning it on certain signals,
but mostly it works. This is an incredibly clever,
extraordinary and magical process which can achieve
dramatic improvements with all kinds of multitracked
music. n
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EXTRAS

Cleverly realigns all signals continuously in a
mix for greater phase coherency
Can create warbling on some signals.
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